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Discover the pleasures of making and drinking cider. From choosing the right apples through
reaping the liquid rewards of a successful pressing, this classic guide has you covered. With
detailed drawings of cider-making equipment, methods, and set-up, even a novice juicer will
enjoy sweet and spicy gallons in no time. Annie Proulx and Lew Nichols provide insightful, time-
tested advice enlivened by a smattering of historical anecdotes. Whether you like your cider
sweet or hard, you’re sure to find a recipe that satisfies.  
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cidermaking and cider drinking has had an explosive resurgence in this country in recent years.
Hard cider is the fastest-growing segment of the liquor industry, riding on the coattails of the
microbrew surge, and is considered by many to be the drink of the future. What many people
may not know is that cider, both sweet and hard, was the drink of America’s past.Cider drinking
has been an American tradition since the days of the Mayflower, whose passengers brought it
with them from Europe. By 1638, barrels of cider could be found in the cellars of virtually every
farmhouse and city home in New England. Cider, truly the outstanding American beverage, was
regularly enjoyed by many notable historical figures. John Adams, second president of the
United States, drank a tankard of cider every morning before breakfast, and lived to the age of
91. In 1840, the Whig Party nominated William Henry Harrison as its candidate for president,
and the campaign symbol was a barrel of cider. This “Cider Campaign,” in which the Whigs
served free cider to all who could or would vote, brought Harrison to a landslide victory.
Obviously, the voters knew the true meaning of the American spirit! Between 1870 and 1892,
cider consumption rose a healthy 200 percent to become the most popular drink in
America.Early in the twentieth century, poet Robert Frost wrote “In A Glass of Cider,” a loving
tribute to the effects of drinking cider. And on hot African nights, while on rugged lion safaris,
Ernest Hemingway’s favorite drink was — you guessed it — cider.The cultural phenomenon in
the United States during the late 1980s and early 1990s of home brewing and microbrew beers



has enticed the American palate to try varied styles of old-time recipes. The relative ease with
which one can make cider has contributed to this growing popularity. Although there are
technical aspects and personal preferences involved, essentially all you need is the apple —
nothing added, nothing taken away — to make a delicious sweet cider that when allowed to
ferment will create a sparkling hard cider that rivals the finest of champagnes.Until about 1990
there were very few domestic ciders commercially available. For the most part, the only imported
ciders available commercially in the United States were from the United Kingdom and France,
two regions that have been producing cider for many centuries. The current cider market
consists of dozens of commercially produced domestic ciders, and more are popping up every
day. The styles and methods of production today are as numerous as the apple varieties
themselves. The leading national cider brands are made primarily from apple concentrates and
flavorings. They are marketed in six packs to a customer who prefers a sweet bubbly cider that’s
about six percent alcohol. Ciders produced by hard cider artisans, in contrast, are made with
apples grown at home and crafted in small batches in oak barrels. These ciders, for the most
part, are sold regionally and can be much drier and higher in alcohol. Whichever your
preference, judge each cider on its own merits.This surge of interest in cider has created new
opportunities for traditional apple growers as well as for entrepreneurs. The wonderful book you
are holding now contains all the information necessary to make whatever style cider you choose,
either sweet or hard. Enjoy your work and its results and remember, cidermaking is not an exact
science — it is an art.JOHN VITTORIFurnace Brook Wineryat Hilltop OrchardsRichmond,
Massachusetts1CIDERMAKING:What You Need and How to Do ItHundreds of variables affect
cidermaking — the acidity of the juice, the weather, the varieties of apples used, the bacteria in
and around the juice and the conditions for their growth, the size of the cidermaking operation
itself and the nature of the equipment, the use of sweeteners or chemical additives, different
procedures in the making proscribed by law or custom, and, finally, the regional tastes and
preferences of the cider drinkers. Yet all cider goes through three simple stages. In autumn, the
ripe fruit is crushed; then the juice is pressed out. The juice may be fermented for weeks or
months, but usually by late winter the finished cider is bottled.CIDERMAKING, STEP BY
STEPHere is the basic 12-step sequence of events in cidermaking, followed by a discussion of
cidermaking machinery and equipment, instruments, chemicals and additives, and then the
when, why, and how of using them.Step 1: The HarvestCidermaking begins in the late summer
or fall when the apples are ripe. Ripe apples have brown seeds, which are a good test for
ripeness. Green, immature apples make poor cider. Use sound, ripe apples of several varieties
to make a balanced cider blend. Don’t use windfalls, for they usually harbor acetobacter (the
active bacteria in vinegar making) and may have developed the toxin patulin if they have been
lying on damp ground for several days. A few worms won’t hurt the cider, and scabby apples are
fine, but no rotten apples should get in with your good cider fruits.Step 2: “Sweating”Store your
apples in a clean, odor-free area. Don’t heap the fruit directly on the ground, but keep it on a tarp
or concrete or a wooden platform. When the apples have mellowed and softened to the point



where a good firm squeeze leaves finger impressions in the fruit — about a week to ten days —
they are ready for grinding. This “sweating” makes the apples easier to grind, increases the
sugar in the juice, and allows good flavor to develop. Some North American apple varieties do
not benefit from this mellowing period, notably Jonathan, Newtown, and Rome Beauty; they
should be pressed ripe and freshly picked.Step 3: WashingBefore milling, wash the apples to
remove leaves, twigs, harmful bacteria, insects, and any spray residues. Throw out any rotten or
moldy fruits, and cut brown spots out of otherwise sound apples. Any clean tub or vat will do for
apple washing, though the job is best done outdoors. Fill the tank halfway with clean water and
tip the apples in. A powerful stream of water from a garden hose played over the fruit will finish
the job. The clean, ripe, mellow fruit is now ready for grinding.Step 4: GrindingIt is important to
grind, crush, or mill the apples to a fine pulp to extract the maximum amount of juice. This pulpy
mass of ground-up apples is called the pomace. A motor-driven hammer mill will produce a very
fine pomace, while an antique hand grinder may produce only coarse, chunky particles. As a
general rule, the finer the consistency of the pomace, the greater the yield of juice. True
European cider apples, crab and wild apples, grind into a drier, more granular mass than dessert
varieties, which reduce to a soupy applesauce.Grinding can be done with a hand- or power-
driven home mill, at a commercial cider mill, or, with very small quantities of apples, in a kitchen
blender. Most apple-crushing machinery takes the whole fruit, but if you use a kitchen blender,
core and quarter but do not peel the fruit before blending it.Grind the apples to a pulp to make
the pomace. Apples may be ground whole, including cores and skin.North American machinery
built to crush soft dessert apples may jam and balk when small, hard crab or wild apples are fed
in. Owners of some cider mills that custom press are unwilling to “break” these hard little apples.
The recommended method with such fruits is to mill them in a hand grinder, grinding the pulp
twice since the apples often escape.If you plan to blend the different juices or the finished
varietal ciders, of course you must keep the different varieties of apples separate while you grind
and press.Unless you are making French cider (see Chapter 2), the freshly ground pomace
should be pressed soon if not immediately after milling. Letting the pomace stand unpressed
attracts wasps and vinegar flies, greatly increasing the chances of acetobacter contamination,
while oxidation turns both pulp and juice dark brown. Your equipment largely dictates your
procedures. With some home grinder/press cider mills it is possible for two people to grind and
press simultaneously. With smaller rigs it’s more convenient to grind all of one variety or the
whole apple pile, and then proceed to the pressing operation. You may wish to grind and then
press a small portion of your apples every day until you are through, or to have a marathon
grinding-pressing day. If you are fermenting the juice of varieties of apples that ripen at different
times, you will mill and press several times as each variety comes into maturity.Step 5:
PressingThe cider press (or “wring,” as it was called many years ago) exerts pressure on the
milled apple pulp until all the juice has flowed from the ruptured fruit cells.In the old days, the
pulp was wrapped in “cheeses” of twisted straw. Today, press cloths and bags are used to hold
the milled pulp. These are usually made of nylon — easy to clean and sturdy enough to



withstand many pressings. According to the type of press used, the pulp may be dumped onto
press cloths, which are folded over and built up in many layers within a series of racks, or poured
into a bag that fits inside the slatted pomace container of a “tub press.” As pressure is applied,
the juice flows out. As the flow of liquid lessens, more pressure is exerted until the last reluctant
dribbles of juice are squeezed out.As the cidermaker presses the juice from the pulp, the “must”
flows out below into a plastic or stainless-steel container.A pressing takes about half an hour in
most cider mills and with most home presses, but some cidermakers like to keep pressure on
the pulp overnight or at least for several hours. Juice yields are greater, and the liquid is finer and
clearer. The effect of air on the juice gives it a rich brown color, but the risk of acetobacter
contamination is greater.As the juice pours from the press, a trough or funnel channels it into a
plastic or stainless-steel collecting vessel. Do not use copper, aluminum, iron, galvanized metal,
or chipped enamel containers for holding apple juice. The acid in the juice will react with the
metal, giving the cider off-flavor and -colors. An easy way to ruin good cider is to collect the fresh
juice in an old milk can or a chipped canning kettle.The fresh, unstrained juice, now called
“must,” is poured into fermentation vats. These can be as small as a gallon jug or as large as a
huge commercial tank. Don’t expose the juice to air and insects but funnel it into fermentation
containers as soon as the pressing is over.Step 6: BlendingDifferent varieties of apples are
blended for well-balanced finished cider; juices of aromatic, astringent, and acid-tart apples are
added to a neutral or bland juice base until the mixture tastes right to the maker.Popular
proportions are:JUICE TYPEPERCENT OF JUICE TOTALNeutral base30–60Tart10–
20Aromatic10–20Astringent5–20The more common North American varieties in these
classifications are listed in the directions for Basic Still Blended Cider from North American
Varieties on page 61.BLENDING STAGESBlending different varieties of apples will help you
produce a well-balanced cider. The blending may be done at any of the following stages: Before
grinding. It is easiest to blend the apples before they are ground into pomace, but the
cidermaker can only guess at the results. Most commercial cider mills grind mixed apples.
Before fermentation. The fresh juices are blended after pressing. Use your nose to judge the
most aromatic juice, a hydrometer to measure the sugar content, an acid tester to gauge the
level of acid, and your taste buds to test for the astringency that gives cider good flavor and
body. The hydrometer measures the sugar and the potential alcohol that can be made from the
amount of sugar in the juice. Using the hydrometer and acid-testing equipment is explained in
the next section. After fermentation. The different varieties of juice may be fermented separately
to “dryness” (the near-complete conversion of sugar to alcohol that occurs during fermentation)
and blended after fermentation but just before bottling. Blending at this time gives the greatest
control over the quality of the finished cider. If you make cider from varieties that mature at
different times, this is the stage at which to blend.Step 7: TestingIt is important to know the sugar
and acid levels in the fresh juice. The sugar will be converted into alcohol during fermentation,
and knowing the amount of sugar in the fresh juice gives the maker information on the alcoholic
strength of the finished product. You may have to add honey or sugar to get a higher level of



alcohol. As the fermentation proceeds, the acid level should drop unless the cider has been
contaminated by acetobacter and the acetic acid of vinegar is being manufactured. Checking
with acid-testing equipment before and after fermentation can be more reassuring to an amateur
cidermaker than suspicious tasting. Write the measurements down in a notebook.Step 8:
FermentationAlcoholic fermentation is the process in which simple sugars are converted into
alcohol and carbon dioxide through the growth of certain yeasts when conditions are right. The
basic, natural fermentation of cider is often in two stages.The first stage is one in which the yeast
flora in the juice are nourished by the natural hexose sugars, converting them into alcohol and
carbon dioxide. The cider may “boil over” in the violence of early fermentation before it settles
down to a steady hissing, bubbling ferment that can last for weeks or even months, depending
on the temperature and the juice constituents. When no more sugar is available to the yeasts for
conversion into alcohol, the fermentation slows, then stops. The yeast cells eventually die off for
lack of nourishment. At this point the cider is said to have fermented to dryness. Now it is usually
drawn off its lees (dregs) into another vessel for the second stage of fermentation.The second
fermentation occurs when lactic acid bacteria in the cider ferment the natural malic acid into
carbon dioxide and lactic acid. Lactic acid is more subdued and mellow than malic acid, so a
malolactic fermentation gives a smoother, gentler cider and is very desirable if the cider is harsh
and acidic at the end of the first fermentation. A malo-lactic fermentation usually occurs
spontaneously after the first fermentation when the cider has been drained off its dregs into a
storage container. If the cider, at the end of the first fermentation, is still very acidic it is often
allowed to stand on its lees for a month to encourage the malo-lactic fermentation. Low-acid
ciders never stand on their lees, but are racked off, or drained from their lees, as soon as
fermentation ceases. The importance of testing for acid is clear.The cidermaker’s role in the
fermentation process calls for pouring the freshly pressed, tested juice into the fermenting
vessel, and adjusting the chemical composition of the juice to be certain of a good ferment.
Since nature does not always distribute good sugar levels, the best yeasts, the right amounts of
acids, nitrogen, tannins, and other important elements in the juice, nor provide precisely the right
conditions for a perfect fermentation, the crafty hand of the cidermaker may have to rearrange
things. With experience comes skill. Here are the most common additions to the must. How
much and how to use these additives is discussed in detail in the next section.WHAT TO DO
WITH THE POMACE?After the juice has been pressed from the apple pulp, you are left with
cakes or sheets of nearly dry, compacted pomace, the skins and solids of the apples that are
loaded with seeds and still contain plenty of sugar, tannins, flavor, and pectin. The dry pomace
can be used in many ways. Livestock feed: Dry or wet apple pomace, mixed one-to-four with
other forage, may be fed to livestock such as cows and pigs. According to Dr. James Wadsworth
of the University of Vermont Extension Service, apple pomace aids the animals’ digestions, and
they relish the flavor. Do not feed the pomace straight and unadulterated to livestock, for it can
cause diarrhea. Commercial cider mills often sell their pomace to dairy farmers. Seedling stock:
If you want to grow your own seedling stock for hardy grafting stock, spread the seedy pomace



in a clearing or unused field, or pick out the seeds and start them in a seedling bed. In England,
the practice of spreading pomace directly on the fields as a fertilizer in the old days produced
many wild apple-crab trees. Weed killer and brush reducer: Pomace, spread directly on the
ground, discourages the growth of noxious weeds and brush due to its high acid content.
Compost: Pomace may be added to the compost heap — a layer of pomace, a sprinkling of
lime, a layer of soil — until the heap is well built up. Let it mature two years before using it on your
garden. Never spread fresh apple pomace directly on your garden; it is too acidic. You could also
end up with innumerable apple seedlings in your potato patch.SO2, or sulfur dioxide. This
“sterilizer” is added to the freshly pressed juice before fermentation begins — right after the juice
is poured from the collecting vessel into the fermenting tank. The sulfited juice is allowed to
stand for twenty-four hours, during which time most of the sickness-causing bacteria and
undesirable yeasts in the must will be killed. Enough of the “good” fermenting yeasts will survive
and flourish when the competition is knocked out.Yeasts. Many cidermakers prefer not to rely on
natural yeasts, but add a commercial white wine yeast to the cider for a strong, dependable
fermentation and for the different nuances of flavor that a champagne, sauterne, or Tokay yeast
can give their cider. The yeast, either dry or liquid, is added after the sulfited juice has stood for
twenty-four hours.Yeast nutrients. Both ammonium sulfate and thiamine are “nutrients” that
encourage yeast growth. Many cidermakers add them at the same time they add commercial
yeast, to be on the safe side; others use them only when they have a “stuck” fermentation — one
that has slowed or stopped because of too-low nitrogen levels in the cider.Sugars. White sugar,
honey, or other sweeteners are frequently added to the unfermented juice to increase the
amount of alcohol in the finished cider. First, the amount of natural sugar in the must is
measured with a hydrometer, the instrument calibrated to measure the specific gravity of the
soluble solids (mostly sugar) in the juice, and the percentage of alcohol in the final cider that will
result from that amount of sugar when fermented to dryness. See page 47 for a table showing
how much sugar to add to arrive at a specific percentage of alcohol. Many cidermakers add the
sweetener to their cider when they add yeast and yeast nutrients, after the sulfited juice has
stood twenty-four hours. Others wait a few days or a week until the natural fermentation has
settled into a steady rate before adding sugar.Tannins and acids. The experienced cidermaker
may want to experiment with additions of tannic, malic, or other acids to give the cider more
character. Standard and experimental sources of these substances are discussed in the next
section. If you are just beginning to make cider, don’t worry about adding these.If you are making
a natural, organic cider, you will take your chances with acetobacter and add none of the above,
simply pouring the juice into a fermenting vessel and letting the natural yeasts convert the
natural sugars into cider.In the fermenting tank the cider will soon (within days) work up into a
roiling, overflowing ferment that carries away many impurities. If possible, during this stage the
sides of the container should be wiped clean daily until the ferment subsides to an even
bubbling. The tank remains open during this period, for the vigorous eruptions of gases and
liquid protect the young cider from airborne bacterial contamination.As soon as the ferment



subsides, the cider is topped off with a jug of fresh cider that has been put aside awaiting this
moment, and a water seal is attached. The water seal keeps bacteria-laden air away from the
cider while allowing the cider gases to escape.The slower the cider ferments, the finer it is, claim
many aficionados. The temperature of the room in which the cider ferments is largely
responsible for the rate of fermentation, and there is considerable disagreement in the various
cider regions over the proper temperature. A constant temperature anywhere between 55°F and
65°F (12.7°C and 18.3°C) in a clean, dark area is a safe cider fermentation range.The cider is
now left alone to ferment to the desired stage. Most cider is fermented to “dry,” then sweetened
to taste, but some skillful cidermakers interrupt the fermentation process before all the sugar is
converted into alcohol to make a naturally sweet cider.Depending on the temperature, the cider
may be dry in a few weeks, or a few months. It is now ready to be racked off into another
container to undergo malo-lactic fermentation or to be stored. It may even be bottled now, either
as dry cider, or with a little sweetening added.Step 9: Racking offThe cider is siphoned off its
lees — the thick sediment that has settled at the bottom of the fermenting vessel — with a clean
plastic tube into the second fermenting tank, into storage containers, or directly into bottles. Acid
levels and alcohol content should be tested and compared to prefermentation readings.Step 10:
Filtering or finingSome people like the natural slight haze in cider; others prefer it crystal clear.
Racking off clears the cider considerably, but filtering and fining will clarify it still further.Filtering
involves running the cider through muslin bags or diatomaceous earth, mediums that entrap or
catch the suspended particles that make the cider hazy. Filtering, in any but a closed filter
system, exposes the cider to air with the risk of acetic bacteria contamination.Fining involves
mixing any of several substances — gelatin, bentonite, and pectic enzyme are the most popular
— into the cider and allowing the affected particles to drop to the bottom of the vessel. The
cleared, or “fined,” liquid is then racked off and bottled.Step 11: BottlingThe finished cider is
siphoned out of the fermentation or storage tank into strong, sterile bottles. Small amounts of
sugar may be added to each bottle for a further in-bottle fermentation into sparkling cider. Those
who prefer a sweet, still cider add sugar now, cap or cork the bottles, and then pasteurize the
cider to prevent a further fermentation.Step 12: StorageThe bottled cider is put to sleep in a cool,
dark storage place for several months.EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: HOW TO USE THEMIt
is possible to make cider with a very simple if clumsy homemade grinder and press, and to
ferment the juice naturally in a clean vessel without the aid of hydrometers, titration equipment,
or various yeasts and chemicals, using judicious taste as your only guide. Cider made this way
can be very good — or dreadful. Without measuring and testing equipment it may be difficult to
duplicate good results or to avoid a repetition of bad ones the next year. A few inexpensive
measuring instruments, a sturdy, efficient grinder and a small press, and a cider notebook or log
can replace guessing and seat-of-the-pants attempts with knowledge built on experience, which
makes consistently fine cider. You may never use all the equipment discussed here. After all, in
the final analysis your senses are the best testing equipment of all.The GrinderMost important of
the preliminary cidermaking processes is the grinding or “breaking” of the apples, for they must



be well pulverized for the press to extract the maximum juice from the pulp.The most primitive
and ancient way of crushing apples is by hand.The “horse-mill” crushed large quantities of
apples very fine. This was a large, circular trough of stone with a large stone wheel set in it that a
horse, harnessed to a sweep, turned round and round. In North America, where timber was
plentiful, these mills were sometimes made of hewn logs with heavy wooden wheels to do the
crushing. The grinding process was also called “stamping the apples.” The apples were dumped
into the trough, and a boy kept mixing in the apples and crushed pulp with a “stirrer.” When the
apples were reduced to a more or less uniform mush, the pomace was scraped together with a
“reefer” or pomace rake, then shoveled out of the trough with a wooden shovel. Many old
cidermaker’s manuals warn against using an iron shovel, which was acted upon by the strong
acid and often gave the cider a dark brown color and objectionable flavor. The wheel smashed
apples, seeds, stems, and skin to a fine texture. Some cider lovers protested that the seeds
gave a bitter taste to the cider, while others praised it. Often rotten or near-rotten apples were
used because they were so much easier to crush or press.From the Elizabethan period on,
numbers of ingenious hand- and horse-operated grinders were invented. But beginning in the
late eighteenth century, the Industrial Revolution saw a proliferation of fiercelooking rollers set
with iron teeth, arms, and knives, described as “tooth mills,” “chewer mills,” “scratcher mills,” and
“crusher mills.” The “continental mill” featured wrought-iron knives that sliced the fruit into strips
before pressing. The donkey steam engine took the place of man and horse, and was itself
replaced by the gas engine. Today, the most common commercial crusher is the electrically
powered hammer mill.The home cidermaker has a choice of several different manual or
electrically powered grinders. Most of them have bushel-sized hoppers and do a good to
excellent job of turning hard apples into soft mush.If you have an antique grinder, the teeth
(usually cast iron) may be so worn that you will have to put all pomace through twice or else
replace the mill mechanism. It is also possible to have new “teeth” welded or brazed onto the
roller. Since iron reacts with the apple juice, you might prefer to buy a new grinding mechanism
of stainless steel.The grinder may be separate from your press, or attached. If the grinder is
unattached, simply mount it on top of a barrel open at one end. The process is simple. Just feed
the fruit into the hopper of the grinder and turn on the power. If the power is your right arm, most
hand grinders are comfortably enough geared so that only a little elbow grease can convert a lot
of apples into a satisfactory pomace.The ancient stone horse-mill outside the cider house at the
Long Ashton Research Station, Bristol, England.Types of Apple PressesThe earliest presses
wrung the juice from the pomace by means of heavy weights or leverage and wedges. By the
eighteenth century, screw presses — the larger ones with massive wooden screws that
preceded the iron screws of the next century — were popular. The lever-and-screw combination
press, operated by water- or machine power, was widely used in cider regions in the last century.
Around the time of the Civil War, an Ohio orchard owner, Augustus Q. Tucker, who had a
penchant for mechanical engineering, began a series of experiments that ended in 1877 with
the first working hydraulic cider press. In his efforts to promote the newfangled machine, Tucker



loaded the press onto a horse-drawn wagon and drove around the countryside “squeezing and
crushing pine sticks” to illustrate the vast power of his invention. Eventually a manufacturer
adopted the design and made hydraulic cider presses in Mount Gilead, Ohio — which, until the
Depression years of the 1930s, was the hydraulic press center of the world. Many old cider
presses are stamped MOUNT GILEAD.An old-fashioned grinder press like the one shown here
is heavy, but dependable and efficient.Modern presses are awesome giants. The Swiss Bücher-
Guyer cider press uses a hydraulic ram in a repeated batch process. The spiral screw press,
developed in the United States but only built in Europe, is a true continuous press.Hand cider
presses, usually of the screw type and of many different designs, were made through the
nineteenth century and are still made today. Modern hand cider presses are of the screw type or
the single- or double-ratchet type, or have small hydraulic jacks that exert the necessary
pressure. The screw presses usually have single or double baskets. The ratchet presses are
single tub, and the hydraulic presses feature racks and cheesecloths.Operating the screw press.
Manual operation of these presses requires some muscle power and, with the double tub, a
certain degree of teamwork.Single tub: A plastic or stainless-steel collecting vessel is placed
under the press to catch the juice. The hand screw is raised to its highest point. A cloth bag is
fitted into the basket or tub, and the freshly milled pulp is shoveled in until the tub is full. The bag
top is folded over and a sturdy pressing plate placed on top. The screw is turned manually as far
as it will go to begin the pressing process. When the gush of juice has slowed, more pressure is
applied. When no more juice flows — which may be as much as half an hour after the first turn of
the screw — the screw is reversed, the dry pomace is emptied from the cloth, and the process is
repeated.Double tub: The double-tub screw press usually has the grinder affixed at the rear, and
with two or three people working together, something like a leisurely continuous press operation
is possible. One person dumps apples into the hopper while another grinds the pomace, which
falls into one of the waiting tubs below. When a tub is full, the third person slides it forward to its
place under the pressing mechanism, then slips the second (and empty) tub under the grinder
to catch the continuing stream of pomace. While the first two people continue to grind pomace,
the third works the screw down onto the pressing tub. A two-by-four inserted in the screw handle
will give welcome leverage to exert further pressure. When all the juice is expressed, the front
tub is emptied and placed under the grinder as the filled pomace tub slides forward into position
under the pressing screw, and so on until all the apples are squeezed. After their use, the
grinder, press, and cloths must be rinsed with scalding water.Operating the ratchet press. The
tub is loaded just as in the screw press, the collecting vessel placed beneath the juice outlet,
and the pressing mechanism raised. The ratchet handle is inserted, then worked up and down
like a ratchet auto-jack until maximum pressure is reached. Let the press stand until the juice
stops flowing freely, and apply more pressure until the pomace is pressed dry. Reverse the
pressure, empty the tub, and repeat the process.Operating the hydraulic press. Small hydraulic
cider presses are miniature versions of large commercial presses. Instead of tubs, these presses
take a number of drainage racks. A press cloth is spread onto each rack. The milled pulp is



dumped onto the cloth until it’s a few inches thick. The corners of the cloth are folded into the
center, enveloping the pulp. On top another rack is placed, another cloth, more pulp, and so on,
until five to ten layers are built up. The pressure plate creeps up as the hydraulic jack goes into
operation. Small presses are usually operated by a foot pedal. When full pressure is on, the
apparatus stands for some time, until the juice stops flowing. A waiting cart, wheelbarrow, or
portable bin is needed for the dry pomace.A small hydraulic press in operation. Note the stacked
drainage racks, which take the place of tubs to catch the apple juice.Custom pressing. If you
don’t have a cider press, and you do have a lot of apples, find out whether nearby cider mills do
custom pressing. Call first, because there may be only special days or hours for custom work, or
you may have to have an appointment.Some mills charge a straight per-gallon rate, others will
barter the pressing service for apples, and still others will take your apples and give you their
juice. Naturally you will prefer to know what kinds of apples the mill is pressing before you drag
home fifty gallons of insipid McIntosh juice.If you take your own special varieties, be sure the mill
will accept them. We know of one mill that refuses to press dessert apples, and another that will
not let crab apples near the grinder, for they jam up the mechanism. Some cider mills have small
hand mills and presses for the use of customers with only a bushel or two of apples to
press.Before you have your apples custom pressed, take a good slow look around the cider mill.
Check to see where the vinegar vats are, and how clean the works look. Are there heaps of
pomace thickly clustered with fruit flies in the vicinity of the press room? Is the place sparkling
white tile and stainless steel vats, or ancient wood, iron, and stone? In a very clean operation
you may not get as much of the microflora in your cider as you would in the harder-to-clean
wooden cider mill. You can go home from the latter not only with accumulated natural yeasts
from the mill machinery, but also with acetic bacteria and worse.When you are taking home your
apple juice, carry it in wood, stainless steel, plastic, or glass containers. An old milk can may be
a handy container, but if you use it, kiss your cider goodbye. Enough of the metal will be
dissolved into the acid cider to wreck the flavor.Other juice sources. If you have no apples and
no handy cider mill, the game is still not over. City dwellers in apartments can make cider, too, in
small amounts. Check your local supermarket for pasteurized sweet apple cider without
preservatives. It is preferable to use a juice that is a blend of several different varieties, but most
manufacturers are not obliging enough to list them, largely because the varieties change with
the seasons, and so do the bottled ciders. You can guess by noting where the main factory is
located and knowing what apples are grown in the region. Better, buy a small container of each
of several brands and taste them all judiciously before settling on one for cider experiments.If
you make cider this way you have one advantage: You don’t need to wait for the harvest, but can
make it any time of year.Choosing the right barrelsCider was traditionally fermented in barrels,
and some still believe you cannot make good cider without an oak barrel. However, most modern
commercial operations use less temperamental containers: lined concrete tanks, high-density
polyethylene tanks, and glass-lined stainless steel vats. Many farm cidermakers still use barrels
and you, the home cidermaker, may want to use wooden containers — because they are easily



obtainable in your area, or because you already have some on hand, or simply because of their
traditional association with cider.If you choose barrels, recognize that they are cranky vessels
whose cellular pores often absorb unwanted flavors, harbor harmful bacteria, and expand and
contract to a surprising degree. Barrel care will be an ongoing part of your cidermaking. You may
also want to buy a bung starter and a hoop driver, the one to “start” your bungs, and the other to
drive the hoops up tight.Secondhand barrels. If you buy used barrels or find some old barrels up
in the hay loft of your newly acquired farm, see if they are stout oak barrels with thick staves and
strong iron hoops. There should be no holes in them except for the bunghole. With a stout stick,
give each barrel a whack. A dull thunk is the sign of a barrel with loose hoops and spread staves.
A tight barrel, which is what you want, will give off a sharp, competent ring.Don’t be shy. Put your
nose right up to the bunghole. Sniff for odors of vinegar, mold, mustiness, or foulness. If the
barrel doesn’t smell sweet and healthy, you don’t want it. Avoid barrels that have contained
liquid, except for cider, whiskey, applejack, sherry, brandy, rum, or port.New barrels. New barrels
will give an unpleasant “woody” taste to the cider unless treated by steam cleaning or chemical
cleaning (see box, page 20).A wooden cider barrel, showing its various parts.TREATING NEW
BARRELSNew barrels can be cleaned with steam or chemicals to remove their “woody” taste.
Here are the two methods: Steam cleaning. Some garages have steam cleaners and will let you
steam out an occasional barrel. Some cider mills will steam the barrels for you for a slight
charge.A steam cleaner can be improvised by fitting one end of a section of garden hose to a
capacious tea kettle and heating the water in the kettle over an outside fire until a gentle stream
of steam can be fed into the barrel. If the barrel is a small one, you can manage the process in
the sink. Put the barrel on its side, bunghole down. Feed the steam into the bunghole. The steam
will reach every niche and crevice inside the barrel and, in condensing, carry away the raw new-
oak flavor in a trickle of reddish brown water. When the water runs clear, stop steaming and rinse
the barrel with clean water. Chemical cleaning. Fill the barrel with clean water and let it stand
several days until the wood fibers are soaked and swollen. Empty it and refill with a hot solution
of sodium carbonate (also called “washing soda” or “soda ash”) and hot water, using two ounces
of soda for every five gallons of water. Let the barrel stand another day or so, then empty it and
rinse once more with clear water. Neutralize any traces of soda by rinsing with a solution of five
ounces of citric acid dissolved in six gallons of water. Swill this solution vigorously about in the
barrel, drain, and rinse once more.Wine supply stores carry premixed commercial preparations
to remove the woody taste from new barrels. Follow the directions.Sterilizing barrels. Used
barrels or your own freshly emptied cider barrels should be sterilized at bottling time. First, rinse
out the barrel thoroughly. Then sterilize by one of the following methods: If the barrel is fairly
clean, burn sulfur strips or a sulfur candle inside the barrel with the bunghole closed until all the
oxygen is used up. The burning process creates sulfur dioxide gas, which kills bacteria and
mold. Fill the barrel with a solution of laundry bleach and water — four ounces of bleach to ten
gallons of water — and let the barrel stand a day or so. Empty and rinse thoroughly. Mix a
solution of sodium carbonate (soda ash or washing soda) and boiling hot water — three ounces



of soda per gallon of water — and fill the barrel half full with it. Bung the barrel tightly and roll it
around energetically every now and then for forty-five minutes. Let the barrel stand until the
water is cool; then drain and rinse thoroughly.To neutralize any chemical residues after
sterilization by bleach or sodium carbonate, dissolve a quarter ounce of sulfite crystals
(potassium metabisulfite or bulk Campden tablets sold by wine supply stores) and a quarter
ounce of citric acid in a gallon of water. Slosh this thoroughly around in the rinsed barrel for a few
minutes, then empty and rinse the barrel with clear water once more.Barrel storage. Barrels
should never be stored empty or allowed to dry out. After they have been cleaned and sterilized,
pour two gallons of the following mixture into a fifty-gallon barrel, a quart into a five-gallon
barrel:½ ounce sulfite crystals½ ounce citric acid1 gallon waterStore the barrels, tightly bunged,
in a cool cellar. Roll the barrels over every few weeks to prevent the upper portions from drying
out. If you store them more than two months, drain, rinse, and add fresh storage solution. This
will keep your barrels sweet. When you’re ready to use one of your stored barrels, drain it, rinse it
thoroughly, and sterilize it before pouring in new cider.Barrel problems. Because wooden barrels
are made of organic material, they are subject to a variety of potential problems of use and
aging. Some problems are less serious than others.Moldy barrels: If you notice a musty smell at
the bunghole, or see moldy, musty patches around the bung, you must “visit” your barrel, as
French cidermakers say. This means inspecting the interior of the barrel. Fasten a birthday-cake
candle to a stiff wire and carefully insert the burning candle into the barrel. It will cast enough
light to let you see if any patches of white or yellow mold desecrate the interior. If there is
widespread moldiness, abandon the barrel for cidermaking; knock the head out and use it to
store nails, ore samples, or glass beads. If there are only a few moldy patches, you may be able
to save the barrel by sending it to an experienced cooper (if you can find one!) to be shaved and
charred inside. When it comes home to you after its internal rejuvenation, sterilize it as
discussed with a laundry bleach and water solution.Acetic barrels: This is a common problem,
especially when cider barrels are not rinsed and sterilized after they’ve been emptied, or when
cider is drawn directly from a spigot in the barrelhead for leisurely consumption. The cider,
vulnerable to contact with air that sets acetobacter to multiplying, turns to vinegar and the very
pores of the wood are impregnated with it. Rinse the barrel well; then sterilize it with a doubly
strong solution of sodium carbonate and boiling water — six ounces of the sodium carbonate
per gallon of water — following the third procedure in Sterilizing Barrels. Most cidermakers,
ourselves included, prefer not to use a vinegar-tainted barrel for cider under any
conditions.“Foul” barrels: If you have ever had the unpleasant experience of smelling a newly
opened barrel in which water has been standing stagnant for a long time, you understand that
there is no way to sweeten that barrel again. It cannot be used for cidermaking. Knock the head
out and use it for storage of nonedible items. The old books on cider list dozens of amazing ways
to restore foul, musty, or moldy barrels, but one writer reported an old fellow who said that he
“found it a better plan to burn up the cask altogether, and use a new one instead.” Amen.Dry
barrels: If you have the bad luck to acquire a dried-out barrel, you may have a maddening time



making it tight again. A small barrel can be submerged in a tub or pool of water. If you have a
large barrel and nothing big enough in which to soak it, swath it in wet burlap bags in a shady
place and drench it often with the garden hose. Let dry barrels soak for two or three days. The
hoops will probably have slipped when the barrel was in its dry condition, so drive the hoops up
tight with a blunt chisel and mallet. Now steam the barrel gently for several minutes. Fill the
barrel with water. It will probably still leak, so keep filling it until the fibers have swollen enough so
it is watertight.If the barrel has been allowed to dry with lees or other deposits or residues in it, it
may be impossible to clean it. You can try, though. A scouring chain is helpful in this job — a
length of galvanized chain with a rope on one end. You drop the chain into the barrel with some
hot water, then roll the barrel about vigorously. The chain breaks up the deposits — you hope.If,
after soaking, driving the hoops tight, gentle steaming, and constant filling with water, the barrel
still leaks, it needs a cooper’s attention or should be discarded.Other Suitable Containers for
CiderNever use any containers for cider except wood, glass, some plastic and fiberglass,
stainless steel, or earthenware. Avoid iron, copper, and galvanized containers, for they discolor
the juice and give it unpleasant flavors. Even enamel should be avoided if possible because of
the probability of tiny chips exposing the underlying metal, which will react with the acid juice. Do
not use aluminum vessels, especially if SO2 (sulfur dioxide) is used in the process.Glass
carboys. These big jugs hold four and a half Imperial gallons or five U.S. gallons. They are the
perfect fermentation vessels, in conjunction with a number of one-gallon jugs, for the home
cidermaker. A number of these big fellows lets you ferment several varieties of juice separately
and blend them later. It’s fascinating to watch your cider working, to note the different colors
according to the varieties, and to see the haze or clearing in the liquid or the early formation of
some cider problems. Glass carboys can be bought at wine supply houses and chemical supply
stores. Sometimes you find them at auctions or antiques shops. They are easy to clean and do
not retain odors. They do have a few disadvantages: You must fit your fermentation locks into
large, bored-out corks or rubber stoppers, and the big jugs are breakable and heavy.Glass
gallon jugs. Save your old gallon jugs that came full of wine or fruit juice. They are perfect for
fermenting small batches of scarce varieties or crab apple juice, and are useful in the cidery in a
dozen ways. Inveterate cider drinkers may prefer to bottle off in gallon jugs rather than puny
bottles.Collapsible polyethylene containers. These are cheap and lightweight and come in
several sizes, from one to five gallons. They have several disadvantages: They can be
inadvertently punctured; when picked up carelessly their nonrigid construction can cause the
water in the water trap to be sucked into the must; and they are opaque enough to rob the
fermenting cider of some of its visual individuality. If you don’t care about watching your cider
ferment, place these collapsible containers in a cardboard box to protect them from puncture
and water-trap mishaps.Rigid polyethylene containers. The five-gallon and ten-gallon heavy-
duty polyethylene carboys — some with handles, some without — are the wave of the future in
home cider-making. Unbreakable, lightweight, relatively inexpensive, easily cleaned, and with
fitted, screw-on fermentation locks, these containers have one disadvantage: They are



opaque.HydrometerInvented in the early eighteenth century, the hydrometer is a floating
instrument calibrated to measure the specific gravity of liquids. Different models have different
names, reflecting what they measure — alcoholmeter, lactometer, sucrometer — and the
arbitrary scales of their inventors — Baumé, Gay-Lussac, Sikes, Twaddel.The correct reading
from this hydrometer is 1.145.The cidermaker is interested in the hydrometer — sold as a wine
maker’s or brewer’s hydrometer — that measures the sugar and other soluble solids in a liquid.
This instrument is a slender, sealed, hand-blown glass tube weighted on one end with lead shot.
It has from one to three scales printed on paper in the upper stem. Used with a testing jar or
chemist’s graduate, the hydrometer is accurate at 60°F (15°C) when calibrated for specific
gravity and the Balling Scale. If the Brix scale is used, it may be calibrated to a temperature
reading of either 17.5°C or 20°C. The third scale measures the potential alcohol of the
liquid.When the testing jar is filled with juice and the hydrometer inserted, it will sink to a level
determined by the density of the soluble solids (mostly sugar) contained in the juice. The
specific gravity, the Balling or Brix scale, and the potential alcohol scale will climb if sugar is
added to the juice. Because the acids in the juice can complicate these hydrometer readings
somewhat, there may be an error of as much as 1 percent in the Brix and Balling readings. If you
are using either of these scales, subtract 1 percent from the reading for greater
accuracy.Hydrometer scales. The scales help the cidermaker determine the sweetness of the
apple juice, the amount of sugar in it, and the potential alcohol level.Specific gravity: Water, on
the specific gravity scale, is expressed by the weight of 1.000 — that figure being the weight of
distilled water (1.000 grams per liter). When sugar and minor soluble solids are present in the
apple juice, or sugar is added, the soluble solids increase. This density is reflected in increasing
decimal points (1.005, 1.015, 1.050, etc.) read directly off the calibrated stem floating in the
liquid. The sweeter the juice, the more shallow the hydrometer, with 1.000 to 1.170 the
range.The Balling or Brix scales: These are popular in North America, and express sugar in
terms of grams per 100 grams of solution.Potential alcohol: The unfermented apple juice can be
measured to learn the probability of alcoholic content by volume, based on the assumption that
all the soluble sugars will be fermented into alcohol. To compute the alcohol level of your
finished cider, take a hydrometer reading after fermentation as well as before, subtract, and you
have the percentage of alcohol in the cider. More often you will use the hydrometer to measure
the level of an apple juice deficient in sugars needed to make a strong cider, adding sugar until
the desired potential strength is reached.Using the hydrometer. Fill the test jar three-quarters full
and insert the hydrometer, spinning it in the liquid to dislodge any air bubbles clinging to the
glass, which could cause an error. Sight across the jar, taking a reading at eye level where the
surface of the liquid cuts across the hydrometer’s stem and not where the liquid clings to the
sides of the test jar. The reading will give you the specific gravity, the Balling or Brix reading, or
the amount of potential alcohol — or all three.Compensation for temperature: Most of the
hydrometers in North American home cideries are accurate when read at a temperature of 60°F
(15°C), but if the temperature of the cider is higher or lower, you will have to make



corrections.Correction for Specific GravityOn an Indian summer day when the temperature is
95°F (35°C), and your apple juice reads 1.056 on the specific gravity scale, correct the
reading:ThermometerA winemaker’s thermometer is a valuable piece of equipment. Not only
can you check the air temperature of your fermentation room with it, but this thermometer has a
handy little ring on the top, allowing you to attach a string and lower it into a barrel or carboy. You
also need a thermometer to use with your hydrometer to get an accurate reading.Titration
Equipment
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Adam Bigham, “To be a North American cider maker. This book has most of the information you
would need. A detailed plan to build your own press is included, but so are pointers on obtaining
the services of a local orchard's press. Advice is given in selecting apples to grow, rootstock
considerations, planting and soil fertility, while also suggesting that others might have some
worthwhile advice, like local growers or nurserymen. (I personally suggest, for northern growers,
St. Lawrence Nurseries.) Descriptions for classic American apples used in cider are geared
toward the cider-maker or grower, and since many of these cannot be grown succesfully in
Canada, there are apple recommendations for cider-making in Canadian Provinces. Mention is
made of European cider apples, but since these are hard to come by (another suggestion for a
source of trees is Cummins Nursery - they also have a smart range of dwarfing rootstock
options,) why not grow some of your own cider varieties from seed? A good description and
illustration of grafting is given, which can be a good way to replicate trees that you've found to be
useful in cider-making. I find in this book, possibly because it is a 3rd edition and written by a
pair of authors, that different perspectives are explored: As a cider-maker, do you blend and
press your apples all together, or, can you achieve greater control by making individual presses
and blending them at bottling? All options are explored. Instructions for making apple cider
vinegar are here. There are also, for historical purposes, descriptions of how apple brandy and
applejack are made, as well as some great-sounding recipes utilizing cider. Results of a tasting-
panel sampling of several commercial hard ciders is shown, along with an introduction to having
your own sampling, or taking individual tasting notes of ciders. A few sections could use a mild
editing by a horticulturist; an example being about pruning: they say to make pruning cuts flush
to the trunk, but actually it is best to leave that small projection where the branch is flaring out
(the collar), else it doesn't heal quickly. But it would also be a mistake to leave too much stub.
This is why I said at the beginning, that this book provides most of the information you need.
Other sources might be University Extension bulletins or a good book on growing apples
organically, which makes sense for cider-making, not requiring picture-perfect apples. Of
course, there are probably dozens more known apple varieties that would make fine cider that
the size of this book just didn't allow to be described. Another book I've read mentions that 'King
David' makes a great hard cider all by itself. Sixty varieties are described in "The Best Apples To
Buy And Grow", which I've also reviewed, and might be a good companion book to Cider.”

william hodges, “Great Book. Better Review!. I haven't finished it yet, but so far it has been a very
comprehensive source on all things cider. After making two 5 gallon kit batches, I bout some
unpasteurized cider online for $11.99/gal. I needed 6 to make the liquid yeast starter and do a 2-
stage fermentation. It was preservative free and arrived frozen with ice packs so it turned out
great. Much better than Cider House or Mangrove Jacks. While there's no substitute for hands
on learning from a pro, this book takes you from how to make the best out of expensive kits,



brew great cider from an orchard's blend, what kind of cider you can use from any grocery store
(absorbic acid is the only acceptable preservative, not potassium sorbate or benzoate - they kill
yeast,) all the way to growing cider and eating apple trees and using a crusher and press to
make a batch from scratch. And he has a chapter on yeast harvesting, so once your trees bear
fruit (3-4 years,) all you'll have to pay for is gas or electricity and some yeast nutrient!My local
brew shop, Alternative Beverage - www.ebrew.com - has an annual cider day where one can
learn all things cider and get cider juice for $5/gallon. Even less if you bring your own buckets
like me. Anyway, buy this book if your interested in brewing cider and don't waste your $ on
Amazon! Go to Walmart or your local farmers market and look for a cider blend that's preferably
unpasteurized and preservative-free, but a pasteurized cider with only absorbic acid will work
fine. Try making a gallon batch first with some dry cider, wine or ale yeast like SafAle US-04.
Open the packet and weigh it out. Then use 1/4 of it. I like to use a 2 gallon bucket for 1 week,
then rack to a 1 gallon jug for 10 days. I usually keg mine and use a BeerGun to bottle, but bottle
priming produces the exact same results. I'm a purist so I make my yeast starters with a 1:1 cider
to water ratio & a tsp. of yeast nutrient. But it's up to you. If your trying to clone a Redd's Apple
Ale, use WLP001 or US-05 ale yeast instead. It's all a matter of perspective”

M. Carlson, “great info!. I purchased this book to learn more about making cider, and this book
did not disappoint. From the history of cider making to easy to understand reicpes for making
your own ciders, this book has it all. This book is loaded with expert advice on cidermaking.For
those wanting more the authors go into what apples trees to buy to start your very own orchard,
types of apple presses ,cider making equipement and the laws governing Cider making. With
fall in the air and the local orchards loaded with apples what are you waiting for?”

T, “Good book for a reader who wants to brew. Great content for any home brewer but be ready
to read.  Not a lot of pictures.”

Erik Hanson, “Get the press ready. Great book, easy to follow, lots of great information from the
history of apples, to what is the best apple to plant in your orchard. This is my second copy of
this book, the first one is at the farm with my parents and the second is on my ipad for ready
reference and it's easy to search and find what you want. My first attempt at apple wine 3 years
ago went perfect and I'm back at it with 40g of had pressed cider this year. A "must" for making
your own hard cider/”

Alan, “Very good book and well written. Very good book and well written! I followed the
instruction and was able to make my own organic cider! If you know a little bit about beer
brewing and have done it before, this book will give you some good info on how to make cider:)”

HENRY, “it's good. For the amount of money I paid, yes it was worth, to read it and have itYes it is
easy to understand and take advantage of the knowledgeI liked it”



John M. England, “Five Stars. A very comprehensive guide to cider making”

philip lowery, “Very good. If you are going to make your own cider this is a good book to get
started with. It gives you the easy,simple methods or more advanced methods. A very good
guide book for all levels of cider production.”

Dr DP, “Four Stars. Useful”

The book by Annie Proulx has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 128 people have provided feedback.
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